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ARTICLE 1 
Preamble and Duration 
1.1 Parties to the A,meement 
This is an agreement between the Sandy Creek Central School Support Staff Association 
and the Sandy Creek Central School District Superintendent (herein called respectively 
the Association and the Superintendent. 
1.2 Duration of the Agreement 
This agreement shall become effective as of July 1, 2003 and shall terminate on June 30, 
2008. 
ARTICLE 2 
Recognition and Application - 
2.1 Recognition and Unit Definition 
a. The Sandy Creek Central School District recognizes the Sandy Creek Support 
Staff Association as the exclusive representative of the negotiating unit to 
represent the following employees of the District: 
Food Service Workers 
Building and Grounds Workers 
Garage Staff and Bus Drivers 
Office Personnel, Department Helpers, 
Interpreter, and School hcles 
The Association does not represent the following employees of the District: 
Central Office Personnel 
Superintendent of Buildings and Grounds 
School Lunch Cook Manager 
Transportation Supervisor 
b. Should any new job titles be created or present jobs be altered during the life of 
t h s  agreement whch  encompasses the general range of duties performed by 
members of this bargaining unit, the District and the Association ~ L U  attempt to 
determine whether or not such job titles appropriately belong to the bargaining 
unit. If both parties are unable to agree, they shall submit the issue(s) to Civil 
Service and/or PERB for clarification. 
Article 2.1 (continuedj 
C. It is understood that this Agreement does not recognize substitute employees as 
members of the barpining unit. 
ARTICLE 3 
W h t s  of Parties 
Association Rights 
During the Me of t h s  Agreement, the Association shall have the following rights: 
a. The District Superintendent agrees to provide a designated representative of the 
Association with a total of two (2) days for Association business. 
b. The Association shall be allowed the use of school buildings, equipment and 
facdities upon the proper approval of the Superintendent of Schools. Any 
adhtional costs to the District wJl be reimbursed by the Association. 
c. The Association shall be allowed use of the inter-school mail service and 
employee boxes for communications. 
d. There wJl be an Association bulletin board in the following places - garage, 
cafeteria and in the vicinity of elementary office or custodial office. 
e. The District Superintendent agrees to provide the Association President with a 
copy of the Board of Education agenda prior to any public meeting and provide 
minutes of Board meetings as soon as they are approved and printed. 
ARTICLE 1 
Dues Deduction 
4.1 Dues Deduction Authorization 
1, , do hereby authorize the 
(prmt name) 
Sandy Creek Central School District Superintendent to withhold from my salary or 
wages organizational dues as indicated below in the amounts specilied and to transmit 
same to the inhcated organization. I hereby release the Sandy Creek Central School 
District and its officials from any responsib&ty concerning the u-se or application of said 
dues once they have been transmitted to the desipated organization. T h s  authorization 
must be filed October loth, with a five ( 5 )  day grace period, to be effective during the 
school year. 
.......................................... Sandy Creek Support Staff Association 
NYSUT .......................................................................................................... 
AFT ........................................................................................................... 
Payroll dues deduction will be made in equal amounts each pay period and transmitted 
to the Sandy Creek Support Staff Association for Further distribution. 
Date 
(Signature) 
(Social Security Number) 
4.2 Revocation of Dues Deduction 
1, , do hereby revoke 
authorization given by me to the Sandy Creek School Board to deduct from my wages or 
salary organizational dues of the Sandy Creek Support Staff Association, NYSUT, and 
AFT. The revocation shall take effect five ( 5 )  days subsequent to the date of f h n g  with 
the School Board. This authorization for Revocation of Dues Deduction must be made by 
October loth, with a five-day pace period, to be effective durmg the school year. 
Date 
(Signature) 
ARTICLE 5 
Grievance Procedure 
5.1 Declaration of Purpose 
Whereas, the establishment and maintenance of harmonious and cooperative 
relationship between the Board of Education and its employees is essential to the 
operation of the schools, it is the purpose of this procedure to secure, at the lowest 
possible administrative level, equitable solurions to alleged grievances of employees 
through procedures under which they may represent grievances free from coercion, 
interference, restraint, discrimination, or reprisal, and by w h c h  the Superintendent and 
his staff are afforded opportunity to dspose of their differences without the necessity of 
time consumng and costly proceedings before administrative agencies and/or in the 
courts. 
5.2 Definitions 
a. A grievance is defined as any claimed violation of the expressed provisions of t h s  
Agreement or a dispute with respect to its meaning and application. 
b. The term supervisor shall mean any principal, assistant principal, immedate 
supervisor, or other administrative or supervisory officer responsible for the area 
in which an alleged grievance arises (except for the Chef Executive Officer). 
c. The Chief Executive Officer is the Superintendent of Schools. 
d. Association shall mean the Sandy Creek Support Stdf Association. 
e. Staff shall mean any person or group of persons in the negotiating unit filing 
,@evances. 
f. Grievance Committee is the committee created and constructed by the 
Association. 
u 
a' Hearing Officer shall mean any individual or board charged with the duty of 
rendering decisions at any stage in the grievance hereunder. 
Article 5 (continued) 
5.3 Time Limits 
a. The time limits specified for either party may be extended only by mutual 
agreement. 
b. A written grievance dl be deemed waived unless presented at the first available 
stage wi thn  forty-five (45) days after the employee knew or should have known 
of the act or condition on which the grievance is based. 
c. If a decision at one stage is not appealed to the next stage of the procedure within 
the time limits specified, the gievance w d  be deemed to be discontinued and 
further appeal under this agreement shall be barred. 
d. Failure at any stage of the grievance procedure to communicate a decisivn to the 
aggrieved party, hisker representative and the Association withln the specified 
time limit shall permit the lodging of the appeal at the next stagc of the procedure 
within the time w h c h  would have been allotted had the decision been 
communicated by the final day. 
5.4 Procedures 
a. Written grievance shall include the name and position of the aggrieved party, the 
identity of the provision of law, this agreement, policies, etc., involved in the said 
grievance, the time when and the place where the alleged events or conditions 
constituting the grievance existed, the identity of the party responsible for 
causing the said events or conditions, if known to the aggrieved party and a 
general statement of the nature of the grievance and the redress sought by the 
aggrieved party. 
b. Except for informal decisions at Stage 1, all decisions beyond this step shall be 
rendered in writing, setting forth findings of fact, conclusions and supporting 
reasons therefore. Each decision shall be promptly transmitted in writing to the 
grievant and the Association. 
c. If a grievance affects a group of employees and appears to be associated with 
system-wide policies, it may be submitted by the Association according to the 
established order. 
d. The Superintendent and the Association agree to facilitate any investigation 
which may be required and to make available to the appropriate hearing officer all 
idormation pertinent to the alleged grievance. 
Article 5.3 (continued) 
e. Except as otherwise provicled in Stage 1 of this grievance procedure, an aggrieved 
party shall have the right at all stages of n grievance to confront and cross examine 
all witnesses called against him, to testi€y and to call witnesses on his own behalf, 
and to be furnished with a copy of any rnin~~ tcs of the proceedings made at each 
and every stage of this grievance procedure. 
f. No interference, coercion, restraint, Iscrimination or reprisal of any lund wdl be 
taken by any party to the grievance procedure. 
0 . Forms for filing grievances, serving notices, talung appeals, and other necessary 
documents will be jointly developed by the Superintendent and the Association. 
The Superintendent shall then have them printed and distributed so as to 
facilitate operation of the grievance procedure. 
h. If any provision of the grievance procedure or any application thereof to any 
employee or group of employees in the negotiating unit shall be finally 
determined by any court to be contrary to law, then such provision or application 
shall not be deemed valid and subsisting except to the extent permitted by law, 
but all other provisions or applications WLU continued in full force and effect. 
i. The Chef Executive Officer shall be responsible for accumulating and 
maintaining an Official Grievance Record w h c h  shall consist of the written 
grievance, all exhibits, or communications, as the case may be, written arguments 
and briefs considered at all levels other than Stage 1 and all written decisions at all 
stages. The Official Grievance Record shall be available for inspection andlor 
copying by the aggrieved party and the Grievance Committee but shall not be 
deemed a public record. 
5.5 Stages - of the Grievance Procedure 
Stage - 1 - Supervisor 
1. An employee having a grievance wdl discuss it with h s h e r  supervisor, either 
dzrectly or through a representative, with the objective of resolving the matter 
mformally. The Supervisor will confer with all parties in interest but wlll not 
consider any material or statements offered by or on behalf of any such party in 
interest with whom consultation has been had without the aggrieved party 
and/or h s h e r  representative present. 
Article 5.5 (continued) 
7 
-. If the grievance is not resolved informally, it shall be reduced to writing and 
presented to the supervisor. Within five (3) school days after the written 
grievance is presented to the supervisor, the supervisor shall, without f~lrther 
consultation with the aggrieved party or any party in interest, render a decision 
thereon, in writing, and present it to the employee, hislher representative and the 
Association. 
Stage.? - - Executive Officer 
1. If the employee initiating the grievance is not satisfied with the written decision 
at the conclusion of Stage 1, and wishes to proceed Eurther under t h s  grievance 
procedure, the employee shall, within five ( 5 )  school days, present the grievance 
to the Associations Grievance Committee for its consideration. 
2. If the Grievance Committee determines that the employee has a meritorious 
grievance, then it d file a written appeal of the decision at Stage 1 with the 
Chief Executive Officer w i t h  ten (10) school days after the employee has 
received such written decision. Copies of the written decision at Stage 1 shall be 
submitted with the appeal. 
3. Withn  a reasonable period of time, not to exceed ten (10) school days, after 
receipt of the appeal, the Chef Executive Officer, or his duly authorized 
representative, shall hold a hearing with the employee and the Grirvance 
Committee or its representative and all other parties in interest. 
4. The Chief Executive Officer shall render a decision in writing to the employee, 
the Grievance Committee and its representative within ten (10) school days after 
the conclusion of the hearing. 
Stage - 3 - Board Stage - 
If the grievance remains unresolved after the Stage 2 decision, the Association may appeal 
the grievance in writing to the Board withn twenty (20) school days of the date of the 
Association's receipt of the Stage 2 decision. 
Stage - 4 - Advisory Arbitration 
If the grievance remains unresolved after the Stage 3 decision, the Association may appeal 
the grievance to the American Association for Arbitration within twenty (20) school 
days after the receipt of the decision. The decision of the xbitrator is advisory and not 
binding on the District. 
Article 5.5 (continuecl) 
S t a e  - 5 - Final Board Stage 
After the advisory arbitration award is made, the Board wdl give consideration to the 
arbitrator's advibory decision and within twenty (20) school days after receipt of the 
advisory decision render its Final decision. 
ARTICLE 6 
Personal Injury Benefits 
6.1 Worker's Compensation 
All employees in the unit are protected under Worker's Compensanon Insurance. 
Employees who are injured during the normal course of their employment are entitled to 
individual care and reimbursement for loss of pay as provided under the Worker's 
Compensation Law. 
6.2 Leave Options 
Employees may elect to receive full pay from accumulated sick leave credits but only to 
the extent of accumulated sick leave. If a compensable injury makes it necessary that an 
employee be absent from hdher  work, the employee may elect one of three options. 
Option I: 
Option 2: 
The employee may elect to be removed from the payroll starting with the 
first work day of such absence, and be returned to the payroll on the first 
day of lusher return to work. The employee would receive only those 
benefits provided for by the Worker's Compensation Law. 
Whereas present regulations do not provide for Worker's Compensation 
payments during the first seven (7) calendar days of absence due to an 
injury unless the absence exceeds fourteen (14) calendar days, the employee 
may elect to draw one day of sick leave for each worlung day helshe is 
absent during the first seven (7) calendar days of hisher absence, and to be 
on an unpaid leave of absence on the first worlung day following the seventh 
calendar day of such absence, and to be returned to the payroll on the first 
day of hisher return to work. If the absence has exceeded fourteen (14) 
days and the employee received compensation benefits for the first week's 
absence, the employee shall reimburse the Board an amount equal to one 
week's compensation benefits. 
Article 6 (continued) 
Option 3: The employee may elect to drnw one (1) day of sick leave for each day of 
such absence to the extent th~lt he accumulated sick leave permits. The 
employee must return to the school district all Workers' Compensation 
payment received on account of such absences. 
,4utomatic Option 
Unless otherwise notlfied and specifically by the employee, the District wlll follow 
Option #2. Employment status of the employee continues with the District during t h s  
period ol time. 
Sick Leave Credits 
Sick leave credits wlll be re-inscated at the rate of three (3) days for each hill five ( 5 )  days 
reimbursement returned to the District For absence due to a single cornpensable injury. 
Replace/Repair Bodilv Appurtenances 
The District wdl reimburse employees €or the cost of replacing or repairing dentures, 
eyeglasses, hearing aid, or similar bodily appurtenances not covered by Worker's 
Compensation whch are damaged, destroyed, or lost as a result of an injury sustained in 
the course of employment whose cost shall not exceed $200 when the employee has not 
been personally negligent with reference to the incident. 
Assault 
When an employee is absent from hisker employment and unable to perform hisker 
duties as a result of a personal injury caused by an assault occurring in the course of 
h s k e r  employment or as a result of a personal injury influenced or brought about by an 
assault directed at a student, a fellow employee or another individual, and the service 
employee has not been personally negligent with reference to the incident, helshe wdl  be 
paid hisher full salary during hisher absence from hisher employment up to a penod of 
one (1) year. The amount of any weeklv Worker's Compensation benefits awarded for 
temporary disability due to such injury be paid to the District by the employee. The 
total of such reimbursement shall not exceed a sum equal to the number of weeks of 
absence multiplied by the weekly compensation benefit. No part of such absence ~ L U  be 
charged to hisker annual sick leave. The determination of the Workers Co~npensation 
Board w d  be final in determining the validity of the absence. 
Article 6 (contin~lrdj 
Clothing and Personal Property 
- 
The Distnct will reimburse empioyees for the reasonable cost of any clothing or other 
persond property damaged or destroyed as a result of an assault suffered by an employee 
whdr the employee was acting in the discharge of hisher duties within the scope of 
hisker employment when the employee has not been personally negligent with reference 
to the inciclrnt. 
6.8 Reporting - Injuries 
Employees wdl immediately report dl cases of assault, accident, injury or illness suffered 
by them in connection with their employment to their immedate supervisor. T h s  report 
w d  then be forwarded to [he Superintendent. 
6.9 Save Harmless - Notlfy District 
As provided by Section 3023 of the Education Law, the District WLU save harmless and 
protect all employees from financial loss arising out of any claim, demand suit or 
judgment by reason of alleged negligence or other act resulting in accidental damage to 
any property of any person within or without the school building, provided such 
employee a t  the time of the accident or injury was acting in the discharge of hslher 
duties w i thn  the scope of h s h e r  employment. However, the District w d  not be 
responsible for such protection unless the employee w i t h  ten (10) days of the time 
he/she is served with any notice of action, delivers the original or copy of the summons, 
process, complaint, notice, demand, or pleading to the District. 
6.10 Attorneys and Fees 
As provided by Section 3028 of the Education Law, the District shall provide an attorney 
or attorneys and pay such attorney's fees and expenses necessarily incurred in the 
defense oE an employee in any action as  described in the preceding paragraph and subject 
to the same condtions and limitations. 
ARTICLE 7 
New York State Employees' Retirement System 
7.1 The improved Non-Contributory Career Plan (Section 75-g) became effective July 1,1983. 
T h s  section refers to members covered under Tier I and Tier I1 as described below. Tier 
111 members are covered under Article 14 and Tier IV members are covered under Article 
15 of the Retirement and Social Security Law and are also described below. Basic 
information on each of the four tiers is provided here. Specific requests for information 
should be directed to the Retirement System or the Business Office. 
Article 7.1 (continued) 
a. Membership Tiers 
1. Tier I Membership on or before June 30,1973 
2. Tier I1 Membership on or after July 1,1973 
3. Tier 111 Membership on or after July 1,1976 
4. Tier IV Membership on or after September 1,1983 
b. Retirement Benefit Provisions 
1. Tier 1 - hlembers are not required to contribute. Minimum retirement ag 
is 55. When a member retires with 25 or more years of service, th' 
retirement allowance (includng annuity purchased by any Age 60 Plai 
member contributions for service before April 1,1960) is 112 of FAS for th 
first 25 years of service plus 1160th of FAS for each year of service over 25 
(Members with fewer than 25 years of service retire under the provision 
of Section 75-e). I 
2. Tier 2 - Normal retirement age is 62. Members are not required to 
contribute. When a member retires with 25 or more years of service, the 
retirement allowance (including annuity purchased by any Age 60 Plan 
member contributions for service before April 1,1960) is 112 of FAS for the 
first 25 years of service plus 1160th of FAS for each year of semce over 25. 
(Members with fewer than 25 years of service retire under the provisions 
of Section 75-e). 
3. Tier 3 - Normal retirement is 62. For members with 20 or more years of 
service, the retirement allowance is 1150th of Final Average Salary for each 
year of credited service (maximum 30 years) less 60°/o of the Primary 
Social Security Retirement Benefit. For members with at least ten (10) 
but fewer than twenty (20) years of service, the allowance is 1160th of FAS 
for each year less 50% of the Primary Social Security Retirement Benefit. 
Tier 4 - Minimum retirement age is 62. For members with at least 10 but 4. -
fewer than 25 years of service credt ,  the retirement benefit is 1/60th of 
final average salary for each year of credited senice and with 25 or more 
years of service credit, the benefit is 1150th of final average salary for each 
year 
Article 7.1, B. (continued) 
Membership Recluiremrnts - Tiers 3 and 4 
1. Mandatory - Employees in full time position. Full-time is defined as 
employment on a 12-month basis with a work week of not less than 30 
hours and in which appointment is not to a temporary period of less than 
one year. 
2. Optional - liVl other employees not covered above. 
d. Membershp Contributions 
1. Tier 3 and Tier 4 - Effective January 1,1977, members must contribute 3% 
of their gross earnings, up until they are vested in the system for a period 
of 10 years . 
e. Other Provisions 
1. Please contact the Business Office for dormation and/or forms relative to 
address change, beneficiary changes, disability, loans, withdrawal or 
contributions, etc. 
2. The District agrees to provide factual dormation to future retirees to the 
best of our ability in clar*ing circumstances that surround the act of 
retirement. 
ARTICLE 8 
Leaves of Absence 
8.1 C u d  Bearing and/or Chdd Rearinq Leave 
Upon presentation of a written request to the Superintendent along with a doctor's 
certificate indicating a physical condition of pregnancy exists, a leave of absence without 
pay wdl be granted to a female employee for maternity purposes by the Board of 
Education. The employee's request shall have the dates as to when the leave is to 
commence and when it is to terminate. An employee may continue in active employment 
as late into her pregnancy as she desires, providing she is able to satisfactorily perform all 
her required duties and that she secure a written statement from her physician stating no 
dl effect wdl result from continuation of employment. At least 30 days notice wdl be 
given to the Dismct prior to the date the leave is to commence. 
Article 5.1 (continued) 
A unit member may use accuinulated sick leave in ;tdclition to chlld bearing and/or child 
renring leave for the period of time the individud is unable to perform their replnr 
cluties. Use of sick leave shall be subject to all requirements under Article 10. 
An employee on leave may be given consideration for substituting under the same 
conditions given all substitutes. 
An employee adopting a chlld may request a leave to commence on the day of adoption or 
on a date prior to the adoption. Thlrty (30) days notice must be given. Leave must be for 
not less than one half (112) work year and could be less with Board approval and must 
terminate February 1 or June 30. 
If a unit member is on an unpaid leave of absence, he/she may elect to retain coverage 
under the Health Plan, but hu'she w d  be responsible for the full cost of the insurance. 
8.2 Unpaid Additional Leave 
The Board may grant, for personal reasons, a leave of absence of up to one (1) year in cases 
of necessity. 
8.3 Bereavement Leave 
A period of three (3) days of p a d  absence, (not to be deducted from any accumulated 
leave), d be allowed in any one year (non-accumulative) for death in the immediate 
family: immediate family being father, mother, sister, husband, brother, wife, son, 
daughter, mother-in-law, father-in-law, grandparents; or another farmly member living in 
the same household. 
ARTICLE 9 
Personal Leave 
9.1 Allowable Days and Usage 
a. Except for twelve-month employees, two (2) personal leave days wdl be allowed 
each unit member per year. (Ths  leave is not to be deducted from normal sick leave, 
but shall be added to accumulated sick leave if not utilized). 
b. Twelve month employees wdl be allowed three (3) personal days suhject to the 
following criteria: Invalid uses of these three (3) days are listed in 9.3. 
l ~ r t i c l e  9.1, b. (continued) 
Days are not deducted from sick leave 
First two days, if not used, w d  be added to normal sick leave 
The third personal day, if not used, wdl be compensated a t  $25 
Requests 
Personal lewe requests wdl be submitted to the Supervisor for approval 
reimbursable personal leave wdl be a t  the discretion of the Superintendent. 
Non- 
Invalid Uses of Personal Leave 
a. Extension of a vacation period 
b. Workmg for another employer 
Investigation 
The administration reserves the right to pursue investigation of days taken for personal 
leave. 
Advance Notification 
Except for an emergency, requests for Personal Leave days shall be made at least 24 hours 
in advance of the day requested. 
Request Form 
Unit members requesting a personal day d complete a Personal Day Request Form 
pnor to the date of personal day requested. Such request wdl be made as much in 
advance as possible. 
ARTICLE 10 
Sick Leave 
10.1 Sick Leave Personal Illness 
a. AU non-teaching employees working t m  (10) months wdl receive ten (10) days per 
year to accumulate 250 accumulative days. Personnel employed 11 or 12 months 
WLU receive 11 or 12 days per year respectively to accumulate 250 accumulative days. 
This leave wdl be credited at the beginning of the school year at the rate of 10,11 or 
12 days. A phys~cian's certificate of the employee's inabhty to perform hisker 
duties may be req~iired by the employee's supervisor or the Superintendent. 
b. Sick leave will be deducted in quarter, half or h l l  day increments. (Note: Some 
exceptions due to special situations may be exempt from t h s  requirement. Check 
in advance with the Business Office). 
10.2 Family Illness or Death 
A period of ten (10) days of paid absence, to be deducted from accumulated sick leave, 
w d  be allowed in any one year (non-accumulative) for sichcss or death in the 
immediate famlly; immedate family being father, mother, sister, husband, brother, wife, 
son, daughter, mother-in-law, father-in-law, grandparents, another family member living 
in the same household and any other person with the approval of the Superintendent (in 
the event of a death see 8.3 Bereavement Leave). 
Hourly Employees Sick Leave 
a. One (1) hour sick leave ~ L U  be crehted per month for each hour worked in an 
average work day. Example: a four (4) hour dally employee would receive 4 hours 
credited sick leave per month. 
b. Irregular or substitute employees wLU not be eligible for sick or personal leave. 
Example: summer or vacation employees. 
10.4 Accumulated Sick Days 
Upon resignation for the purposes of retirement unit members shall receive $33.00 per 
unused sick day. Payment shall be made on or before July 1, of the calendar year 
following the calendar year in which the resignation was received. 
ARTICLE 11 
Purpose: 
The effective evaluation of the non-teaching staff is designed to improve performance of duty and 
to supply the School District with a rational standard of judging the competencies of employees 
during their probationary period and during their time of employment by their immediate 
supenisor. The employee shall sign the evaluation to indicate that helshe was afforded the 
opportunity to examine the evaluation. Such signature shall not be construed to mean 
agreement with the contents of the evaluation. 
Probationary employees shall be evaluated at  least twenty (20) work days prior to the 
termination date of the probationary period, so that in the event of an adverse evaluation, the 
employee is afforded an opportunity to appeal the evaluation as provided below. 
The form to be used in the evaluation of employees as outlined in this Article wdl be developed 
by a committee made up by Association members and individuals designated by the 
Superintendent. 
An employee who has been evaluated negatively may appeal such evaluation to the 
Superintendent. In t h s  event, it wdl be the responsibility of the Superintendent or his designee, 
to hold a hearing with the employee and evaluator within ten (10) days after receipt of appeal. If 
the employee requests, heishe may be represented by another person. 
ARTICLE 12 
Vacations 
Paid Vacation Schedule 
The Superintendent WLLI provide the following vacation schedule for unit employees 
effective July 1,1994. 
Full time employees on a 12-month basis wdl receive p a d  vacations based on their 
regularly scheduled work week and not to exceed 40 hours according to the following 
schedule. July 1st will be the date used for crediting vacation time. A proration for 
current employees wdl occur at the time that this contract becomes effective. New 
Hires: If b e d  prior to January 1 wdl receive a whole year credit, if h r e  date is January 1 
or alter d receive no creht for that year." (Effective July 1,2000). 
Article 12 (continued) 
Years of continuous Full-time servicevacation 
AEter 1 year 
After 2 years 
a t e r  6 years 
AEter 7 years 
After 8 years 
Hter 9 years 
After 10 years 
After 16 years 
After 17 years 
After 18 years 
After 19 years 
After 20 years 
1 week ( 5  days) 
2 weeks (10 days) 
11 days 
12 days 
13 days 
14 days 
15 days 
16 days 
17 days 
18 days 
19 days 
20 days 
Vacation shall be taken in the year it is credited. There shall be no accrual of vacation 
from year to year. However, any vacation days already accrued and crelted for carry- 
over that are currently (as oE July 1, 1993) on the books, may remain until used by the 
employee. No new days (after July 1,1993) wdl be carried over. 
Schedule 
Vacations wdl be normally taken during July or Aups t  at a time mutually agreeable with 
the supervisor and employee. Vacation time in excess of two weeks may, at the 
supervisor's discretion, be scheduled at a time other than July and Aupst .  
ARTICLE 13 
Holiday Schedule 
a. Regular employees on a 12-month basis shall receive the following paid holidays: 
Independence Day, Labor Day, Columbus Day, Veteran's Day, Thanksgiving Day, 
the day after Thanksgiving, Christmas Day, New Year's Day, Martin Luther b g ,  
Jr.'s Birthday, Lincoln or Wasbgton ' s  Birthday, Good Friday and Memorial Day. 
If school is m session on Good Friday, then an alternate day wdl be selected for 
the holiday by mutual agreement. 
Article 13.1 (continued) 
b. To be eligible For a holiclaj~, an employee must have worked a t  least two (2) days 
in the calendar week in which the holiday occurs. Scheduled vacation days shall 
not make an employee ineligible lor holiday pay. When a holiday falls on a 
Saturday or Sunday, it shdl  be celebrated on the day designated in the School 
Calendar. Summer holiclays falling on Saturday or Sunday shall be celebrated on 
days designated by the Superintendent. 
13.2 Additional 
One (1) day's pay WLU be given for Independence Day to those summer employees who 
work a full month (20) days inJuly andlor Aupst. Pay will be equal to the daily average 
number of hours worked during the twenty (20) days. 
ARTICLE 14 
Vacancies 
14.1 Notification 
The President of the Association wlll be notified in writing when school is in session, of 
any vacancy that occurs within the system. Thls notice d include the following: 
a. Any new or vacated bargaining unit posinon. 
b. Any vacancy that occurs in the present barsaining unit positions, and 
c. Any new bargaining unit supervisory position. 
14.2 Qualifications 
Quahfications for any new position or vacancy WLU be listed on the notification. 
Seniority will be one of the factors used in f h g  vacancies. 
14.3 Application - 
Employees within the system will have ten (10) days after the notice is given to file an 
application in the District Office. 
14.4 Summer Application 
During summer months, the President of the Association shall be notified in writing by 
the Supenntendent of all vacancies as they occur. 
ARTICLE 15 
Uniform Allowance 
15.1 Uniform Allowance 
The district WLU provide uniforms to NIS employees as follows: custodial department, 
maintenance, and garage staff (excluding drivers). 
Shirts Q Pants and/or coveralls 
Employees tvdl be expected to be in uniEorm daily. The above stated uniforms and 
laundering wdl be provided by the District. 
A undorm allowance of $50.00 ~ L U  be paid, annually to each aide assigned to playground 
duty upon presentation of a receipt for the purchase of uniformsiclothing which are to be 
worn while on duty. 
A uniform allowance of $75.00 wdl be paid, annually to each cafeteria worker on 
presentation of a receipt for the purchase of uniformsiclothing which are to be worn 
while on duty. 
15.2 Safety Glasses 
Safety glasses wdl be provided as necessary, but with reason. Employees wdl be 
responsible for lost/stolen or damaged glasses not work related. Any work-related 
damage should be reported immediately to the Supervisor of Buildings & Grounds. 
15.3 Safetv Shoes 
Employees (cleaner, mechanic, bus garage-excluding drivers, food service) required to 
wear safey shoes wdl be compensated for one (1) pair of safety shoes annually tor up  to 
half (50010) of the cost to a maximum of $90.00 upon presentation of a receipt. 
ARTICLE 16 
Insurance 
16.1 Health Insurance 
Any unit employee who is currently participating in the &strict health insurance 
program may remain eligible for such plan for the duration of the agreement. 
Article 16 (continued) 
Eligibilitv Requirements 
All unit members must as a condition to be eligible for health care benefits work a 
minimum of 20 hours per week. Unit members hired prior to the signing of the 2003- 
2008 agreement are grand fathered and must meet the eligibhty requirements of the 
precelng 1997-2003 agreement. Any unit member who involuntarily has their work 
week reduced below their particular eligibility requirement, except in the case of 
termination, suspension, or other disciplinary action, shall maintain the coverage enjoyed 
prior to the reduction. 
16.3 Cost of Coverage 
a. Effective July 1, 2004, the District agrees to pay 94O/0 of the individual, 2 person 
and farmly premium cost of all health insurance plans for those unit members 
who acmally enroll in one of the plans. Unit members with a prescription drug 
card contribute $5.00 for brand names and $2.50 for generic prescriptions. 
b. Health Insurance Buy-Out Language 
All unit employees eligible to enroll in the District's health insurance plans 
(individual, two person, or family) as of July 1, 2000 and forward may elect to 
forego stated coverage and shall receive a financial inducement for such 
withdrawal in accordance with the following terms: 
1. If an employee elects to withdraw from the health insurance program and receive 
the inducement, such withdrawal sshdl be made on an election form not less than 
30 calendar days prior to the effective date of such withdrawal. 
2. The financial inducement for withdrawing from the District's health insurance 
program shall be an annual payment of $750 for indmidual plan, $1,000 for two 
person plan, and $1,500 for family plan. These shall be pro-rated on a payroll 
period basis. 
3. Payment of such financial incentive shall be made on a payroll period basis as long 
as the employee chooses to participate in the District's health insurance buy-out 
program. 
4. An indmdual who terminates employment prior to the end of the plan year wLU 
receive a pro-rated amount based upon the acmal amount of time the employee 
did not have the health insurance coverage. 
16, Sect. 16.3 (continued) Article 
5 
I; 
Timc spent on an unpaid leave of absence shall be deducted from the period of 
time worked for the purpose of pro-rating the incentive. 
U.  If an employee elects to withdraw from the health insurance buy--out program 
and rejoin the District's health insurance program: 
they may do so only at the re-opening periods in January and/or July or with 
a q~ulifying event as described by health insurance providerlcarrier. 
they wdl not be eligible to participate in the health insurance incentive buy- 
out program without the express written consent of the Superintendent. 
7. By this agreement, the parties do not suggest that employees whose sole health 
insurance protection is provided by the District partake in such option. The 
District and the Association caution that only those employees who have 
alternative health insurance consider participating in t h s  incentive program. 
Employees should become thoroughly informed and knowledgeable regarding the 
benefits, cost, employer's participatory share of such cost, etc., of any alternative 
health insurance program. 
8. The buy-out program wdl be limited to thirty percent (30%) of the bargaining 
unit. In the event that more than the maximum percentage of employees apply to 
receive this option, seniority with the District wdl be the determining factor in 
determining eligibility. 
9. The health insurance buy-out program w d  not apply to married couples who 
both work for the Sandy Creek Central School District. 
16.4 Break Out Provider 
The Health Insurance plan is identified as Blue Cross Blue Shield Liltra Blue 17, and wdl 
remain in effect unless the School District changes to a ddferentlself-funded health care 
benefits plan. The different/self-funded plan wdl be equal to or better than the plan 
currently in effect (inclusive of the prescr~ption benefit of $5.00 for brand names and 
$2.50 for generic). The delineation of the plan currently in effect is in the attached 
Appendix C as supplied by Blue CrossIBlue Shield. A mutually agreed upon arbitrator 
\vdl settle any disputes regarding the equal to or better than benefit. The arbitration WLU 
be bmdmg on the behalf of the district, the association, and the employee involved. The 
costs associated with the arbitration (not inclusive of attorneys fees for the District, 
Association, or Employee) wdl be shared in the following manner: 75% to be paid by 
District, and the remaining 25% to be paid by the Association. 
Article 16 (continued) 
Limit of Family Coverage 
The district wLl hmit one (1) family coverage for either the wife or husband if both are 
employed wi thn  the school district. 
Unpaid Leave - Full Premium 
If a unit member is on an unpaid leave of absence, helshe may elect to retain coverage 
under the Health Plan, but he/she tvLU be responsible for the full  cost of the insurance. 
Dental Insurance 
The District agrees to pay up to $130.00 of the cost of Dental Insurance for those unit 
members who actually enroll in the indwidud or farmly plan. 
The plan is identrfied as Blue Shield Dental Program of Central New York Option 1 Basic 
and Supplemental Basic, unless the School District changes to a ddferent/selF-funded 
dental care benefits plan. The dfierent/self-funded dental care benefits plan WLU be 
equal to or better than the plan currently in effect. 
Disabhty Insurance 
The District shall provide Disability Insurance though the State Insurance Fund, or 
equivalent plan as per mutual agreement, for all unit members. The premium cost shall 
be paid in full by the District. 
Insurance Reimbursement 
Employees who have insurance designed for individual protection in effect for the school 
year wdl be reimbursed for the cost of such premums (up to a maximum of fifty dollars 
($50.00) upon presentation of suitable evidence that the insurance has been in force and 
that the employee has paid the cost of such insurance. All claims made under t h s  section 
shall be presented to the Business Office no later than April I of each year. This insurance 
reimbursement is not available to unit members electing dental insurance. 
IRS 8125 Cafeteria Plan 
The District shall provide an IRS $125 Cafeteria Plan, Flexible Spendmg program for all 
permissible deductions. The administration of and related cost for establishmg such plan 
shall be borne by the District. 
Emdoyee Assistance Proqram 
The District wLU provide enrollment into the Employee Assistance Program as and if 
provided by the OCM BOCES for each unit member. 
ARTICLE 17 
17.1 Salary 
Returning unit members and unit members who retired since July 1,2003, wiLl receive an 
increase in their base hourly rate according to the following plan: 
For 2003-2004 Add 3.25% to the previous year's base hourly rate. 
For 2004-2005 Add 3.25% to the previous year's base hourly rate. 
For 2005-2006 4 d d  3.3Oo/o to the previous year's base hourly rate. 
For 2006-2007 Add 3.30u/o to the previous year's base hourly rate. 
For 2007-2008 Add 3.30°/o to the previous year's base hourly rate. 
Twelve (12) month employees wd1 be paid on an hourly basis. Remaining Support 
employees wiLl have their salary annualized and be paid according to the BOCES pay 
schedule as determined by the District. 
17.2 Ten (10) month employees shall be paranteed 185 days of employment with pay for & 
school year. Lost time shall be deducted as provided in Appendiv A (C). 
17.3 Payroll Computation 
Wages shall be computed in accordance with the BOCES pay schcdulc as determined by the 
District. Notification of the selected pay schedule wdl be provided to unit members 30 calendar 
days prior to the effective date provided the District receives the schedule from the BOCES prior 
to that timeframe, otherwise w i t h  10 business days of receiving such dormation. 
17.4 Longevity 
Longevity increases of unit members will be added to the base hourly rate of those who complete 
Five (9, ten (lo), hfteen (15) and twenty (20) years of service with the District as follows: 
(NOTE: T h s  shall be paid retroactively to July 1, 2003, to all returning unit members and unit 
members who retired since July 2003) 
Year 5=$.10 
Year 10 = $.15 
Year15-s.20 
Year 20 = 9.25 
ARTICLE 18 
Additional 
18.1 Overtime Pav 
Overtime pay will be compensated at one and one-half (1 112) times the regular rate for 
required work in excess of forty (40) hours per week. (Credit for holidays and vacation 
days count as days worked when computing time and one-half.) Straight time wdl be 
paid for weeks includmg sick and personal days. 
18.2 Other Provisions 
1. A 112 hour duty free lunch period shall be provided for all unit members working 
five or more consecutive hours per day. The 112 hour shall not be included as part 
of the paid workday except for the unit members assigned to the 3 PM to llPM 
cleaner1 custodial shift who were employed on or before the 2003-2008 contract 
ratification shall have the '/ hour duty free lunch period included as part of the 
paid workday. A lunch period for unit members workmg less than 5 hours per day 
is optional, but if taken shall not be included as part of the workday. 
2. AU employees except cafeteria personnel shall pay the regular prices for lunches 
provided by the cafeteria. 
3. Regular employees that are called for Jury Duty shall be paid the Merence 
between the daily rate and the compensation received as juror. 
3. The District shall make payroll deductions or direct deposit of checks as follows, 
upon receipt of written request: 
a. Checlung and Savings - i4ccounts - Deposits shall be made in employee's 
accounts to any accredited financial institution. 
b. Tax Sheltered Annuities - appropriate monthly premiums, equal to the 
amount of payroll deductions, s h d  be made to the applicable insurance 
companies. 
c. Employees who have made contributions to the New York State 
Employees' Retirement System may borrow from t h s  fund and 
application loan payments may be deducted from payroll checks and 
remitted to the Retirement System. (Loan applications are available in the 
Business Office.) 
18.3 School Closings - 
Twelve (12) month full-time unit employees (bus garage / clcaner / custodial) w d  be 
provided with one adclitional day off if there are emergency school closings during the 
September to June school-day calendar. Twelve (12) month unit members are required to 
report to work on school closings. An absence due to health or personal day would void 
the entitlement to the additiond day off. Regardless of the number of school closings, 
only one day wdl be provided off, and that must be taken during the months of July and 
August. 
Note: This will only be true if they are in attendance at work on those days. 
18.4 Weekend Building Check 
Unit members on weekend building check wdl receive a minimum of two (2) hours pay 
at time and 112 of their regular pay unless they have not completcd a forty-hour 
workweek. (Employees d be paid at their straight rate until they reach forty hours). 
18.5 Emergency - Call-In 
Unit members on emergency call in d receive a minimum of four (4) hours pay a t  time 
and 112 of their regul~ir pay. (Ths applies to regular, full-time unit members only.) 
18.6 Attendance Award: 
U n ~ t  members who have three (3) days or less absence (only applies to sick and personal) 
for the July 1 - June 30 work year WLU be entered into a pool totaling $1,500. Note: the 
maximum award for any individual c d  be capped at $200. 
18.7 Evening / Night - Shift Differential: 
Unit members worlung the EveningINight Shift shall receive a differential of an 
additional 9.50 per hour. The District may re-assign eveningnight shift unit members to 
the day shdt during the summer with no differential payment. 
18.8 Job Reassignment - 
If an employee is reassigned to perform another job in a hgher category for more than 
two (2) consecutive weeks, helshe will be paid a 10% premium on their hourly rate. 
Note: This applies only to regular employees. 
ARTICLE 19 
Seniority Regardin2 Layoffs 
19.1 Lay-off Procedures 
Effective July 1,1994, seniority shall be a factor, but not the only factor in layoffs within a 
job title (after the following of the various requirements of Civd Service Law and 
Regulation). 
Seniority shall be defined as the length of Eull-time service or full-time eq~~ivalent 
continuous service or regular part--time continuous service in the Sandy Creek Central 
School District within a job title and classification. 
Seniority by job title, w i t h  a job classification, wdl normally be used as the determining 
factor in layoffs and recalls. 
The District shall n o t e  the President of the Association before any disciplinary hearing 
whch  may result in the suspension or termination of a bargaining unit member. 
19.2 Job Security 
Mter one (1) year of continuous service with the District, non-competitive employees and 
employees in the labor classification shall be afforded the same rights as competitive 
employees under Section 75 of the Civd Service Law as it relates to disciplinary action or 
charges. (Effective at the contract si,ping). 
ARTICLE 20 
Procedures for conduct in^ Neaotiations - 
20.1 Initial Negotiations 
Upon a request of either party for a meeting to open negotiations, a mutually acceptable 
meeting date shall be set not more than 15 days following such a request. In any given 
school year, such request shall be made on or before March 1. Ground rules shall be 
established by the parties at the f i~ s t  meeting. 
The second meeting and all necessary subsequent meetings shall be called at times 
mutually agreed upon by the parties. 
ARTICLE 21 
General Proceclures 
21.1 Nondiscrimination 
The Superintendent and the Association agree that there shall be no discrimination and 
that all practices, procedures, and policies of the school system shall clearly e x e m p l ~  
that there is no discrimination in the hiring, training, assignment, promotion, transfer, or 
discipline of employees or in the application or administration of this Agreement on the 
basis of race, creed, color, religion, natural origin, sex, domicile, or marital status. 
21.2 Savings - Clause 
If any provision of this agreement or any application of the agreement to any employee or 
group of employees shall be found contrary to law, then such provision, or application 
shall not be deemed valid and subsiding, except to the extent permitted by law, but all 
other provisions or applications shall continue in full force and effect. 
21.3 Statutory Clause 
IT IS AGREED BY AND BETWEEN THE PARTIES THAT ANY PROVISION OF 
THIS AGREEMEKT REQUIRING LEGISLATIVE ACTION T O  PERMIT ITS 
IMPLEMEPiTATION BY AMENDMENT OF LAW OR BY PROVIDING THE 
ADDITIONAL FUNDS THEREFORE, SHALL NOT BECOME EFFECTIVE UNTIL 
THE APPROPRIATE LEGISLATIVE BODY HAS GWEN APPROVAL. THE 
LEGISLATIVE BODY HEREIN IS THE BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE SANDY 
CREEK CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT. 
Printing - .  Ameement 
Copies of this agreement shall be printed at the expense of the District after agreement 
with the Association on format within siury (60) days after the Agreement is signed. The 
Agreement shall be presented to all employees now employed and hereafter employed. 
APPENDIX A 
Bus Drivers 
A. Reular - Drivers on R r ~ l l a r  Routes 
1. The hourly rates of regular bus drivers on regular routes shall be found on salary 
schedule as attached in Appendiv B. 
2. A driver malung a single trip shall receive a minimum of one hour's pay. If 
consecutive trips are made, (trips with less than one hour lay-over between each 
trip), the driver shall receive payment for the actual time of consecutive trips, 
including layover time. 
3. Lay-over time of I/? hour or less between trips shall be paid at the driver's replar 
rate, and layover time in excess of 112 hour between trips shall be paid at 1/2 the 
driver's regular rate. Layover time shall apply to regularly scheduled trips during 
the school day. 
4. ALl Drivers shall be allowed ten (10) minutes pre-run inspection checks and five 
(5) minutes post-run inspection checks for each run assigned. 
5. Those drivers who WLU retire at the end of the current school year, and have so 
stated by letter, shall receive a rate on the schedule whch  is not less than that 
corresponding to the accumulated years of service as a regular driver. 
6. There s h d  be consideration given to newly employed drivers for prior driving 
e'uperience. 
B. Extra Drivin5 
1. Substitute driving by regular drivers shall be paid a t  the Driver's respective hourly 
rate. 
2. The rate of field and athletic trips shall be $12.75 per hour. 
3. The rate of activity and after away event trips shall be $15.50 per hour 
Appendix A, Section B. (continued) 
4. If a driver is assigned an extra trip in place of his/hcr normal run for an equal 
amount of time, the driver will be paid at hisher normal hourly rate. If the time 
exceeds hisker normal run, all additional time will be paid at the respective 
athletic or field trip rate. 
5. If substitute drivers are subsequently employed as regular drivers, their rate shall 
be 3t least the amount shown on Step 1 of the regular driving schedule. 
6. An extra driver shall be provided for trips, in excess of three hours driving time 
one way. 
C. Lost Time 
Deduction in pay, at the hourly rate for each day or hours lost, shall be made for absence 
not covered under the sick or personal leave policy. The deduction shall be prorated for 
loss of partial days. A deduction from sick or personal leave time for such absences shall 
not be permitted. 
D. Worlung Hours 
1. The worhng hours shall be determined either on the basis of tachograph readings 
or time sheets. The working hours should be recorded on a time sheet daily. 
2. The following time sheets shall be used for payroll and report purposes: 
a. Bus Driver's Daily Time Sheet - To record time of regular daily trips. 
b. Extra Driving Report - To record time and other information on field, 
athletic, and activity trips, and trips to take students home after 
interscholastic activities. 
3. The regular time sheets should be filed with the Transportation Supenisor at the 
end of each week and the extra driving report should be fded as soon as the trips 
are completed. 
a. Time sheets should show the beginning and ending time Eor each run, 
including the five (5) minutes necessary for the pre-inspection check as 
covered in the Bus Drivers' Handbook. For drivers maintaining their 
buses at home, the necessary time for clean-up and maintenance up to the 
maximum of fifteen (15) minutes per day, should also be included. 
Appendix A, Section D. (continued) 
4 .  The following dxily report, in addition to time shall be required from all drivers: 
a. A Bus Driver's Daily Report should be completed daily by cach driver, 
stating whether or not a& defects in operati& have been noticed, and if  
so, a description of such defect. This foim also provides for rmleage driven 
and pupils carried. 
E. Other Provisions 
1. Extra Driving - Drivers interested in extra driving assignments shall notlfy the 
Senior Auto hlechanic during the first week of school. Extra runs shall be rotated 
among those drivers in accordance w t h  seniority. In the event that there are no 
regular or substitute drivers who volunteer for such extra run(s), the District 
reserves the right to assign a dnver(s) from the roster of drivers. Activity bus wdl 
be exempt from the rotational system. 
2. Safe Driving Awards - There wdl be a five ( 5 )  year safe dr iv in~ award of $100 for 
each five ( 5 )  year period or a $200 award for each ten (10) year period. The award 
shall be given to those drivers who demonstrate for five ( 5 )  or ten (10) continuous 
years a record of accident free driving. Accidents must be due to the negligence of 
the driver in order to nulbfy awards. A driver must drive a 165-day average per 
school year to q u a l ~ .  
3. Physical Emminations - All drivers are required to have an annual physical 
examination before the opening of school in September. Drivers may receive the 
examination from the District Physician at no charge to the employee. The driver 
shall submit the results of said examination on the form provided by the District 
Office by the opening of school. 
4. Safety Meeting - An amount of $30.00 wdl be paid to dnvers for each of two (2) 
required safety meetings held by the Distnct. If any additional meetings are 
called for by the District the amount of $30.00 for each required meeting shall be 
paid to drivers. If safety meetings are called during workmg hours, the 
reimbursement would not be added to the normal pay. 
APPENDIX B 
Entrv Level Hourlv Rates 
Classification 
Mechanic (17 months) 
Mechanic's Helper (12 months) 
Bus Driver (10 months) 
CustodianiPainter (12 months) 
Grounds worker ! Maintenance Worker (12 monrhs) 
Custodial Worker (12 monchs) 
Cleaner (12 months) 
Secretary (11 months) 
Account Clerk Typist 
Library, Computer, and Special Education h d e s  
(10 months) 
Remedial Helpers, Nurse Helper, Attendance and 
In-School Suspension Aides (10 monchs) 
Teacher and Audio-visual h d e s  (10 months) 
Cook (10 months) 
Food Service Helper. Cashier (10 monrhs) 
Head Bus Driver (12 months) 
Building - Maintenance Helper (12 months) 
The above stated entry level hourly rates wdl be frozen over the life of this contract, 
(July 1,2003 through June 30,2008). 
Note: The District may start a new employee above the entry level, but not higher than any 
current employee within that job classdication. 
Bluecross Blueshield 
Bluc Crm. d Bluc Shcld Auoc~aum 
July 16, 1998 
Ubca-Watertown Health Insurance Company, Inc. 
Utica Busmess Park. 12 Rhoads Dnve 
Utica, New York 13502-6398 
Ph. ( 3 1 5 )  798-4200 
Ms. Shelley Hood, Business Manager 
Sandy Creek Central School District 
P 0 Box 248 
Salisbury Street 
Sandy Creek, New York 13 145 
Dear Shelley: 
Enclosed, is the final revised benefit summary. If you have any questions feel fiee to 
contact me. 
S incerel u, 
I / i i 4  /Y&i!L w/c 
Vanessa M. Blase CHC 
Account Executive 
SANDY CREEK CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT 
BLUE CROSSlBLUE 
SHIELD BENEFIT SUMMARY 
Hospital Expense Benefits 
lnpatient Mental Illness Limit 
Full benefils means 100% of the Blue Cn;rss Blue 
Shield alhwance for covered services by member 
pmviders or UCR allowable fees ibr nonmember 
providers. Private moms are limited to an average 
semi-private rate. An additional $10 per day will be 
paid under the extended health care portion of the 
program, when confined in a private room. 
&cute Care Hospital 
Inpatient MedicaUSurgical 
Paid in fun* up to 45 days per calendar year when 
care is approved for benefits. Nonmember 
hospitals reimbursed at 80% of BCBS allowed amounts 
Additional coverage available for up to 90 days under 
Extended Health Care benefits. 
Private Mental Health facilities are not covered. 
Paid in fun* up to 365 days per single confinement 
in rnembw hospitals for sickness and up to 365 
days per single confinement for the same accidental 
injury. Nonmember hospital reimbursed at 80% of 
BClsS allowed amount Extended health Care Benefit 
Rider provides for additional days 
1 Inpatient Maternity [Paid in full.' Indudes routine newborn nursery care, I 
I /while mother is hospitalized. 1 
Acute Care Hospital Outpatient 
Suraical Services Paid in full' for minor ~rocedures I 
Emergency Care Paid in full' for care within 72 hours of accidental 
injury or within 12 hours from the onset of acute 
symptoms For sudden and serious illness. 
A 
SANDY CREEK CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT 
BLUE CROSSIBLUE 
SHIELD BENEFIT SUMMARY 
l ~nnua l  Cervical Cytological Screening. Ages 18* ]Paid in full* 1 
[ Radiation Therapy IPaid in full' 1 
1 Diagnostic Lab lMaximum benefit available is $100 per calendar year. I 
Preadmission Testing 
I I~dditi&al coverage provided under the Extended I 
Paid in full* for testing rendered within 7 days 
before inpatient surgery 
[~eai th  Care portion of the program. 1 
1 
Ambulatory Surgical Facility Surgical benefits paid according to fee schedule. 
Facilrty must be licensed by State of New York. 
Skilled Nursing Facility (SNF) 
Inpatient Services Not Covered 
Birthing Facility Not covered unless a part of a short term general, 
Home Care Agency 
I . - acute care hospital. 
Full benefits up to 40 visits per calendar year for an 
approved plan of care.' Treatment must be instead 
of hospitalization. Additional coverage available 
under extended health care benefits. 
Must be Medicare approved 
Hospice Outpatient Care Paid in full' up to 21 0 days for a person with life 1 
expectancy of six months or less. Includes fwe days 
bereavement counseling for family. Nonmember 
Hospice reimbursed at 80%of the BCIBS atlowed 
amount 
Additional benefits available under Extended Health 
Care benefits. 
A 
SANDY CREEK CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT 
BLUE CROSSlBLUE 
SHIELD BENEFIT SUMMARY 
Outpatient -re of Particlpatlng Hospitals 
Alcoholism & Substance Abuse 
I 1 b17l the subscriber. I 
Paid in fuH' up to 60 visits per calendar year. 20 
of the 60 may be for Family counseling. Five visits 
are available for family counseling if the affected 
person is not receiving rehabilitation care. 
NoktWnbef facilities reimburse at 80 % of average 
payment made to member facilities for the kind of 
service received. 
MedicaUSurgical Expenses Based on a Schedule of Allowances, participating 
providers accept our allowed amount Balances roll 
over to the Extended Health Care portion of the 
ptvgrarn- Non-Padicipafing providers may balance 
Surgicat Care 
Surgeon. Assistant Surgeon Based on a Schedule of AJlowances. Participating . 
Providers accept our allowed amount. Covered 
balances roll over to the Extended Health Care portion 
of the program. 
Anesthesia Based on a Schedule of Allowances. Participating 
Providers accept our allowed amount. Covered 
balances roll over to the Extended Health Care portion 
of the program. 
Maternity Care Based on a schedule of allowances for normal delivery, 
cesarean, ectopic and spontaneous termination. 
Covered balances roll over to the Extended Health Care 
Care portion of the program. Participating providers 
accept our allowed amount. 
A 
SANDY CREEK CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT 
BLUE CROSSIBLUE 
SHIELD BENEFIT SUMMARY 
I Inpatient Mental Illness Visits IScf-teduled aHowance for one visit per day up to 45 f 
lnpatient Medical Visits 
Sickness or injury 
1 l d a p  per calendar year during covered inpatient I 
Scheduled allowance for one visit per day up to 365 
days per single hospital confinement. Scheduled 
allowance fw prolonged visits available if BCIBS 
determines such care is necessary. Additional 
coverage available under Extended 9ealt-h Care 
benefits fw the balance of UCR after scheduled 
benefits and for other medical visits found medically 
necessary. 
I stays. Coverage available under Extended Health Care benefits fw additional days and balance of I 
I LUCR charges after scheduled allowance. c -- . 
Inpatient Consultations Schedded'allowance for one consultation for each -A 
separate and unrelated disability or illness . 
Consultat'mn benefit limited to a calendar year limit 
of three under individual coverage or six under 
family coverage. Additional coverage available 
under Extended Health Care benefits for 
additional consultations and balance of UCR 
after scheduled allowance. 
Diagnostic X-rays and X-ray therapy 
Electrocardiographs I 
Scheduled Allowance. Additional coverage available 
under the Extended Health Care portion of the 
program. 
Diagnostic Labs 
under Extended Health Care benefits for balance 
of UCR charges after scheduled allowance and 
Maximum benefit $100 per calendar year. 
Benefits count toward hospital outpatient maximum. 
Additional coverage available under the Extended 
Health Care portion of the program. 
SANDY CREEK CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT 
BLUE CROSSiBLUE 
SHIELD BENEFIT SUMMARY 
Second Surgical Opinion 
I lafter scheduled allowance. I 
Routine Cervical Cancer Screening 
l ~ o u t i n e  Mammography ISchedule of Allowances. One Mammogram each year I 
$45 maximum payable under Blue Shield, when 
certain conditions are met. Balances roll to 
Extended Heatth Care portion of program. 
Scheduled Allowance. Coverage available under 
Extended Health Care benefits for balance of UCR I 
I lif age 50 or older. Coverage available under other I 
I 
1 (circumstances if certain criteria is met Refer to 1 
I Icontract booklet for specifics. I 
Professional Ambulance Ground ambulance only. Covered under-the 
Extended Health Care benefits. Full coverage 
Well-Child Care, related tests, 
immunizations 
Major Medical Expense Benefits or Extended Health Care Benefits 
~educlible. Coinsurance. Benefit Maximums and other Plan Benefit limits. Extended Health Care 
lbenefits supplement the basic hospital and medicaUsurgical coverage provided. Extended Health 
Care benefits broaden the basic coverage by: extending the days of care for hospitalized illness, 
increasing allowances for basic benefits and providing additional services. 
Per New York State mandate, well child care for 
children 0-19 is paid in full. 
Common Accident Deductible $1 00 maximum when two or more family members have 
expenses resulting from the same accident. 
* 
Calendar Year Deductible $1 00 per covered person 
$200 maximum aggregate deductible 
l~ i fe t ime Maximum Payment 1$1 ,000,000 per covered person. I 
L 
Percentage Copayment Limit After the calendar year deductible, Plan pays 80% 
of the first $2000 of allowable fees, then pays 
100% of remaining allowable fees incurred during 
the same calendar year. 
SANDY CREEK CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT 
BLUE CROSSIBLUE 
SHIELD BENEFIT SUMMARY 
Inpatient Hospital Expenses 
MedicallSurgical 
C~octor Services for treatment of an (After deductible 80% of allowable fee after Medical 1 
Paid according to a Schedule of Allowance: 
Allowances, for unlimited days (except fw Mental 
nervous, or emotional) for member hospital when 
found medically necessary. After your deductible 
80% of allowable fees up to $2000 in covered 
expenses then 100% of allowable fees (each person). 
Allowable fees include up to an additional $1 0 if 
confined in private room. 
Mental Health Limit 
- 
illness or injury . l~urgical Expense benefits exhausted- 
Deductibles. Coinsurance apply. Fee Schedule 
limited to an additional 90 days per calendar year for 
an amroved ~ l a n  of care 
Inpatient Mental Health Visits 
C 
I lmaxirnurn of $1,000, 000. Benefits are not subject to I 
After deductible 80% of allowable fees after 
Medical/Surgical Expense benefits exhausted 
during period inpatient facility approved for 
benefits. Limited to an additional 90 days in an acute 
care hospital. 
Outpatient Mental Health Care 
I (the coinsurance provisions. I 
After deductible. BCJBS will pay 80% of each $25 
doctor's visit Limited to a $1,000 calendar year 
benefit Benefits are included in the lifetime 
Home Care Benefits After deductible 80% of allowable fees after 
Hospital expense benefits exhausted. Limited to 40 
visits per calendar year for home health care instead 
of inpatient confinement. 
- 
Hospice Care Benefits After deductible 80% of allowable fees. Allowable 
fees limited to UCR charges after reduction for 
non-member hospice care. 
Private Duty Nursing After deductible 80% of allowable fees up to 750 
hours of care per calendar year. 
APP-=c 
SANDY CREEK CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT 
BLUE CROSSIBLUE 
SHlELD BENEFIT SUMMARY 
r ~ i d n e ~  Dialysis i ~ f t e r  deductible 80% of allowable fees. 1 
l~iagnostic Tests (After deductible 80% of allowable Fees. Allowable 3 
Nonexperimental Chemotherapy 
I lfees includes balance of UCR after Medical t 
After deductible 80% of allowable Fees. 
I IExpense benefits schedule allowance. I 
for Cancer I 
[~hiropractic Services l ~ f t e r  deductible 80% of allowable fees. f 
Physical Therapy !After deductible 80% of allowable fees for short 
twm therapy to improve or restore body function 
following surgery or hospital confinement for same 
condition. Therapy must start within six months of 
surgery or hospital' discharge. 
Radiation lherapy After deductible 80% of allowable Fees I 
Speech Therapy After deductible 80% of allowable fees provides for 
correction of impaimrent resulting from disease, 
trauma, anomaly or previous therapeutic process 
[ ~ l o o d  Products ( ~ R e r  deductible 80% of allowable fees. I 
Durable Medical Equipment, 
Prosthetics 
After deductible 80% of allowable Fees. 
(as cancer, diabetic ulcers. and burns. I I 
Medical Supplies for self-care. 
(Ostomy supplies, catheter supplies. 
syringes and needles for conditions such 
as diabetes, dressings for conditions such 
[oxygen, casts and splints) I I 
After deductible 80% of allowable Fees. 
Diabetic Equipment, Supplies and 
Education 
After deductible 80% of allowable fees. 
Per NYS Mandate I 
SANDY CREEK CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT 
BLUE CROSSlBLUE 
SHIELD BENEFIT SUMMARY 
Vision 
C 
Care Deductible and percentage Copayment does not 
apply. Plan pays according to scheduled allowance 
shown below. Limited to one exam each year, one 
pair of lenses or one pair of contacts each year and 
one pair of frames every two years. 
Vision Exam $28.00 
Frames $12.00 
Lenses (per pair) 
Single Vision $14.40 
Bifocals (single) $26.40 
Bifocals (double) $50.40 
Trifocals $38.40 
Lenticular $1 12.00 
Contacts $112.00 - 
Contacts covered when vision is not correctable to 
20170 with regular lenses. 
.5 
After per prescription Copayment. plan pays balance of Network allowance. If drugs obtained 
at a Network pharmacy or through the participating mail order pharmacy, the enrollee is 
responsible only for the brand name or Generic copayments. If purchased at an out of network 
pharmacy, the enrollee must pay the copayments plus the difference between the network 
allowance and the pharmacy charges. Blue CrosdBlue Shield has formulary lists for physicians 
to follow whenever prescribing dmgs for their patients. 
Active Employees Brand Name: $5.00 per prescription 
Generic: $2.50 per prescription 
\ 
* This is a generdl sumnary of benefits. For specifics refer t o  
your contract booklets. 

Blue Cross Plan Ultra Blue 
Experience Rated Basic 
Hospital Benefits 
Benefits available in Acute Care PARTICIPATING hospitals for services consistent with 
diagnosis and treatment of conditions for which hospitalization is required: 
INPATIENT CARE 
Semi-private Room and Board (365 Days) * 
Admission for mental, nervous conditions (45 days) 
Use of operating, recovery, intensive care, cystoscopic rooms 
and equipment 
Use of hospital physiotherapy, oxygen and transfusion equipment 
(not including blood or plasma) 
X-ray and Laboratory Services including all blood chemistry 
and pathological services 
All listed drugs and medications, oxygen, visualizing dyes, 
vaccines, intravenous preparation, sera and biologicals 
Dressings, ordinary splints and plaster casts 
MA'JmmlTY BENEFITS 
Normal Delivery 
Caesarean, Ectopic or Spontaneous Texmination 
Routine Nursery Care (while mother is hospitalized) 
Paid in Full 
Paid in Full 
Paid in Full 
Paid in Full 
Paid in Full 
Paid in Full 
Paid in Full 
Paid in Full 
Paid in Full 
Paid in Full 
* An additional 365 days are available providing there is a 90 day separation between date 
of discharge and date of re-admission. 
OUTPATIENT C m  (at the hospital) 
Emergency Accident (all visits within 72 hours of occurrence) 
Minor Sutgical Procedures 
Medical Emergencies - any sudden, unexpected, Life- threatening 
medical condition within 12 hours of the onset of symptoms. 
Pre-Admission Testing - providing resenations have been made for 
hospital and operating room, and surgery takes place within 7 days 
Diagnostic X-rays and Radiation Therapy 
Laboratory, Pathological Senrice and EKG 
OUTPATIENT CARE (other than at a defined hospital) 
Ambulatory Surgical Centers 
Home Care - 40 visits 
Alcoholism as mandated, including Substance Abuse 
Hospice Care (as mandated) 
Paid in Full 
Paid in Full 
Paid in Full 
Paid in Full 
Paid in Full 
$1 OO/year 
Paid in Full 
Paid in Full 
Paid in Full 
Paid in Full 
This proposal contains some special rules which may affect the amount of our payment for the 
care you receive. Please read the following paragraphs carefully. 
Unnecessarv Medical Care 
We will not make any payment under this Plan if we determine that the services or care was not 
medically necessary. In making our determination, we will examine all of the conditions 
surrounding your condition and the care provided, including your doctor's reasons for providing 
or prescribing the care, and any unusual circumstances. The fact that your doctor prescribed 
the care does not automatically mean that the care qualifies for our payments under this Plan. 
w c  
HOME CARE 
1. 
- of Home Care Agency. We will pay for Home Care visits given by a Home Care 
Agency - ~df id  under Article 36 of the New York State Public Health Law. We will 
- - 
not pay for home care agency which is licensed under Article 36. 
2. Conditions for Home Care. We will pay for Home Care visits only if the following 
conditions are met: 
A. If you did not receive Home Care visits you would have to be hospitalized in a 
hospital or cared for in a skilled nursing facility. In other words, the Home Care 
visits are a substitution for hospital care or care in a skilled nursing facility. 
B. A plan for your Home Care is established and approved in writing by a physician. 
3. Home Care Services Covered. We will pay for the following Home Care services 
provided by the Home Care Agency or hospital: 
A. Part time or intermittent home nursing care by or under the supervision of a 
registered professional nurse (R. N.). 
B. Part time or intermittent home health aide sexvice which consist primarily of 
caring for the patient. 
C. Physical, occupational or speech therapy if the Home Care Agency or hospital 
provides the services. 
D. Medical supplies, drugs and medications prescribed by a doctor, but only if we 
would have paid for these items if you were in a hospital. 
E. Laboratory services provided by or on behalf of the Home Care Agency or 
hospi tai. 
4. Number of Home Care Visits. We will not pay for more than 40 visits in each calendar 
year. 
TREATMENT OF ALCOHOLISM AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE 
1. Out Patient Visits for Treatment of Alcoholism. 
A. Outpatient visits. We will pay for outpatient visits in a facility described below 
for the diagnosis and treatment of alcoholism. Each visit must consist of at least 
one of the following: individual or group alcoholism counseling, activity therapy, 
and diagnostic evaluations by a doctor or other licensed medical professional to 
determine the nature and extent of your illness or disability. We will not pay for 
visits which consist primarily or participation in programs of a social, recreational 
or  companionship nature. 
B. Treatment Plan. The facility where you receive treatment must submit a treatment 
plan to us for our approval within 10 days after you begin treatment. If a 
treatment plan is not submitted within 10 days, or if we do not approve the 
treatment plan, we will not make payments for any visits which take place more 
than 10 days after you begin treatment. 
C. Number of Out Patient Visits. We will pay for up to 60 outpatient visits in each 
calendar year for each person covered under this Plan. We will only pay for one 
visit per day, except that we will pay for a family therapy visit which takes place 
on the same day that the person with the alcohol problem has a visit separate from 
the family visit. If you have family coverage, then up to 20 of the 60 visits to 
the petson with the alcohol problem may be used for family therapy. The family 
therapy visits may only be used by members of the family who are covered under 
this Plan. Regardless of the number of covered family members only 20 family 
therapy visits are available in connection with the treatment of the family member 
with the alcohol problem. Family therapy consists of the visits described above 
which include members of your family in order for your family to understand 
your illness and play a meaningful role in your recovery. Our payment for a 
family therapy session will be the same amount, regardless of the number of 
family members who attend the family therapy session. 
D. Facilities Where We Will Pav For Outoatient Treatment. We will pay for 
treatment in New York State only if the facility where the outpatient visit takes 
place is certified by the New York State Division of Alcoholism and Alcohol 
Abuse to provide an alcohol treatment program. If you receive treatment outside 
of New York State, the facility must be accredited by the Joint Commission on 
Accreditation of Hospitals to provide an alcohol and treatment program. 
E. Our Payments for Ouwtient Visit& Our payments for the outpatient visits depend 
on whether the facility is a Member facility or a Non-Member facility. 
Jn a Member Facility. A Member Facility is any facility which has an agreement 
with us to provide alcoholism services to persons covered under our contracts. 
If your visit is in a Member Facility we will pay for the visit in accordance with 
the terms of our agreement with the Member Facility. You will not have to make 
any payments. Our payment will be made directly to the facility. 
In a Non-Member Facility. A Non-Member Facility is a facility which does not 
have an agreement with us. If your visit is in a Non-Member Facility we will pay 
you 80 percent of the average payment we make to our Member facilities for the 
kind of visit you receive. You must pay the difference between our payment and 
the facilities' charges to you. 


In-Hospital Consultation (per calendar year) 
Per different disability, Limited Exam 
Per Member, Limited Exam 
Per Family, Limited Exam 
Maternity 
Normal Obstetrical Delivery 
Caesarean Section Classic (including pre & post natal care) 
Ectopic Pregnancy Surgical 
Spontaneous Termination F ~ s t  Trimester 
Radioloav & Patholosy 
Diagnostic X-Rays (out of hospital) 
Radiation Therapy (out of hospital) 
Laboratory Services (out of hospital) per calendar year 
Electrocardiographic Examinations (all types - per calendar year) 
Special Examinations and Procedures 
Hernodialysis (acute renal failure) $75.00 per treatment 
All payments for the above mentioned services are based on a Schedule of Allowances which vary 
depending upon the actual procedure performed. 
All payments for the following services are based on a SCHEDULE OF ALLOWANCES which vary 
depending upon the actual procedure performed. 
Surgical Procedure - Maximum for any one procedure 
Assistant Surgeon 
General Anesthesia 
Medical Visits 
In-Hospital Medical Visits (when no surgery or maternity is involved) 
365 days 
1 st day for brief initial examination 
2nd day through 365th day for brief exam each subsequent day 
Mental & Nervous Disorders - in-patient medical ca're is limited to 45 days per calendar year. 


Blue Medallion Extended Health Care Benefits Rider 
This program supplements the Basic Hospital and Medical/Surgical coverage provided through 
Blue Cross-Blue Shield Plans by furnishing additional protection against the expenses of non- 
occupational illnesses or accidents. This program broadens the Basic Blue Cross-Blue Shield 
program by extending the days of care for hospitalized illnesses, increasing allowances for basic 
benefit and providing additional services. 
Deductible Amount and Co-Insurance 
. The Cash Deductible Amount (varies by program chosen) is the amount the Subscriber 
pays for Covered Medical Expenses not provided by Basic Coverage before being eligible 
for reimbursement under the Extended Health Care Benefits Rider. Such Deductible 
Amount is payable only once in each calendar year. If two or more covered members 
of a family are injured in the same accident, occurring on or after the effective date of 
coverage, only one Cash Deductible Amount will apply to expenses incurred as a result 
of such accident. 
. For other than a common accident as explained above, there is a separate Cash deductible 
for each covered member of a family but limited to two Cash deductibles per family per 
Year- 
. The Coinsurance is the percentage of Covered Medical Expenses in excess of the 
Deductible Amount which is the responsibility of the Subscriber. The Co-Insurance is 
20% of the first $2,000.00 of covered medical expenses. After $2,000.00 of covered 
medical expenses is incurred, in a calendar year, expenses will be reimbursed at 
100% of the reasonable charge to the end of the same calendar year. 
Carry-Over Deductible Credit 
If a Subscriber was insured under any other group Major MedicaVExtended Health Care 
Benefits Rider issued to the employer immediately preceding the effective date of this 
Rider, then charges for Covered Medical Expenses incurred by the Subscriber from the 
beginning of the calendar y e .  immediately prior to the effective date of this Rider shall 
be applied to satisfy all or any portion of the Deductible applicable to calendar year 
commencing on the effective date of this Rider. We will have no liability to pay any 
percentage of the amount of Covered Medical Expenses incurred prior to the effective 
date of this Rider. 
Maximum 
The $1,000,000 Maximum is the maximum allowance under Extended Health Care 
Benefits Rider during a single Calendar Year per lifetime, per member. 
Extended Health Care Benefits 
Corered Medical Expenses include reasonable charges incurred for the foilowing services 
when performed or prescribed by a duly licensed Doctor only when we determine these 
services are medically necessary for the treatment of care of the condition, disease or 
ailment and when these services are in excess of Basic Blue Cross-Blue Shield Coverage. 
1. Services of Doctors for medical and for surgical care, in a hospital, in the home 
and in the Doctors office. 
2. Inpatient hospital services as described in the basic hospital services contract 
except that we wiU pay an additional $10.00 per day, when confined in a private 
room. 
3. Blood transfusions, including the cost of blood and blood plasma. 
4. Diagnostic x-rays and other radiology services. 
5. Laboratory and Pathology tests. 
6. Cardiographic, encephalographic and radioisotope tests. 
7. Physical, Radiation and Speech Therapy. 
8. Chemotherapy. 
9. Prescription Drugs and injectable insulin (unless your group cames the Blue Cross 
Prescription Drug Card Program). 
11. Services of an actively practicing nurse-750 hours per calendar year per member. 
(a) in a hospital, a registered professional nurse (R.N.) or a licensed practical 
nurse (LPN); 
@) outside a hospital, a registered professional nurse (R.N.) 
12. Rental or purchase of durable medical equipment required for temporary use of 
restorative purposes. 
13. Professional ground ambulance services used I d l y  to or from a hospital when 
related to Inpatient care; or for Outpatient care for accidental bodily injury. 
14. Prosthetic Devices, when prescribed by a Doctor to relieve or correct a condition 
caused by an injury or illness. 
Blue Medallion Extended Health Care Benefits Rider 
Continued 
15. Home Health Care service benefits as described in the basic hospital service 
contract limited to an additionally forty home care visits per calendar year, per 
member. 
16. Mental Disorders-Hospital Treatment-90 days per calendar year in an acute care' 
general hospital supplementing basic plan days. 
This benefit is for treatment received as an inpatient in an institution having full 
hospital facilities but which primarily does not provide treatment for Mental 
Disorders. 
17. Mental Disorders Out-of-Hospital with S~ecia.1 Limits. 
Outpatient Care- out-patient department of a hospital or outside a hospital. 
Reimbursement/Lirnitations: We will pay 80% of each $25 doctor's visit. 
Limited to a $1,000 calendar year benefit. Benefits are included in the lifetime 
Major Medical maximum of $1,000,000. 
NOTE: Outpatient mental, nervous or emotional disorder benefits are not subject 
to the coinsurance provisions of this Rider. 
18. Vision Care 
The maximum allowance on eligible expenses for eye examinations and optical 
services are reflected below: 
Examinations $28.00 for one such examination per member, per 12 month period. 
Frames, per member, per 24 month period $12.00 
tenses (Per Pair) per member, per 12 month period 
Single Vision $14.40 
Bifocal (Single) $26.40 
Bifocal (Double) $50.40 
Trifocal $38.40 
Lenticular including Aspheric $1 12.00 
Contact $112.00 
We will only pay for contact lenses when vision is not correctable to 20170 with regular 
lenses. We will never pay for sunglasses, even if prescribed by a doctor. 
NOTE: Vision Care benefits are not subject to the co-insurance provisions of this Rider. 
19. Chiropractic Care 
Exclusions 
In addition to the exclusions as described in the Basic Blue Cross-Blue Shield Contracts, 
coverage will not be provided for: 
S e ~ c e s  rendered or admission to a Hospital before the effective date of coverage 
under this rider. 
Services if the services is furnished without change or would usually be furnished 
without charge. 
Routine or periodic physical or screening examinations unless otherwise listed as 
a covered expense. 
Services which we determine, in our sole judgement, were not medically 
necessary for proper medical care or treatment. 
Services or procedures we do not recognize as accepted medical practice or we 
determine has no proven medical value. 
Dental Services. 
Hearing aids, or the examinations for their prescription or fitting. 
Treatment or services in connection with transsexual surgery. 
Service which is primarily for rehabilitation from Alcoholism or Substance Abuse. 
Treatment or services in connection with artificial insemination. 
Occupational, Activity, and Respiratory Therapy. 
The Cost of Medical Coverage is Everyone's Responsibility 
 he rising cast of health care has become a national concern. You as a Subscriber of a Blue 
Cross-Blue Shield program have an opportunity to help keep costs down by following these 
simple steps: 
I. Do not demand services that you do not need. Seek the advice of and listen to your 
physician. Remember, unless the care you receive is medically necessary, your program 
may not pay the bill. 
2. DO not submit bills for reimbursement that you know are not covered by your program. 
3. Take the time to submit bills correctly with all pertinent information. 
4. Use outpatient services whenever they can be substituted for in-hospital care. Read your 
benefit brochures for an explanation of the following cost-saving programs: Pre- 
Admission Testing, Home Care, Second Surgical Opinion, Same Day or Outpatient 
Surgery. 
5. Take care of yourself, follow the rules of good health: 
a. Get the proper amount of rest that your body requires. 
b. Eat Right - the medical complications of excess weight and improper diet are well 
known to all of us. 
c. Exercise and recreation can be combined to give you a healthier body and mind. 
d. Avoid stress and the excessive use of tobacco and alcohol, all of which may be 
detrimental to your health. 
e. Consult your physician on diet and exercise so as to receive a medically sound 
program. 
Together we can go a long way towardr reducing costs. With all of ur helping each of 
us, we'll do justfine. 
This agreement for the period of July 1,2003 to June 30, 2008 as negotiated 
becomes the successor to the 1997-2003 agreement. 
(IJclaklw-, - 
J. Washburn, President Stewart R. Amell, Superintendent 
Sandy Creek Non-Instructional Sandy Creek Central School 
Staff Association 
August 27,2004 
Date 
Sworn to before me this 27th day 
of August, 2004. 
Notary Public 
August 27,2004 
Date 
LORI L KREBS 
Plotary Publk in the State of N e w W  
Qualified in Oswego County 
Reg. No. 01 KR6OW85 Jm55 My commlsslon expires December 8, - 

